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FIXED POINTS OF CONTRACTIVE MAPS
OF COMPACT METRIC SPACES
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We consider various applications of Jungck's fixed point theorem [5J on
-compact metric spaces. In fact, we show that a number of known facts on
fixed points are consequences of the theorem. Also applications to commo;n
:fixed points of families of maps are considered.
1. Introduction
In [5J, J ungck gave a very useful fixed point theorem on compact metic
spaces. Namely,

THEOREM A. (Jungck [5J) Let f be a continuous map of a compact metric space (X, d) into itself. Then f has a .fixed point iff for any x, yEX,

f x =t= fy, there is a map g which commutes with f such that
d(gx,gy) <d(fx,fy).

In this paper, we demonstrate the usefulness of Theorem A by listing its
<lirect consequences. Also we discuss some mutual relations among· known
results. In fact, we list fixed point theorems on maps and later on common
fixed points of families of self-maps of a compact metric space. Finally, we
give some applications.
2. Preliminaries

A map f of a metric space (X, d) into itself is ~d to be nonexptmsive if
d(fx,fy)~d(x,y) for all x,yEX. f is said to be contractive if d(fx,fy)<
d(x, y) for any distinct points x, yEX. f is said to be iteratively contractive
if for any x,yEX, x*y, there is an integer k>O such that d(P(x),jkCY»
<d(x, y). Let Cl denote the set of all maps g : X~ X which commute with
f. We note that if zEX is a fixed point of f, then so is gn(z) for any g
Eel and any integer n>O.
Let G be a commutative semigroup of continuous self-maps of (X, d).
Then G is said to be proximally contractive if for any x,yEX, x*y, there
is a gEG such that d(gx,gy)<d(x,y). Two points x,yEX are said to be
c-proxitnf!.l w. r. t. G if for any p>O and fEG with d(fx,fy) <c there
exists gEG such that d(gf(x),gf(y»<p.. If x and y are c-proximal for
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all e>o. then they are said to be prO$imtll [3J.
The following is useful.
1)moREM B. (Ho~ [3, Th~iem "lJ) If (X,d) is C017tpact and G is
proximally contractive, then each pair of points in X is proximal.

S. Fixed points of maps
Now wecoosider direct applications ·of Theorem A.

PaoPoslTION 3. 1. Let f be a continuous self-map of a com,pact metric space
(X, d). If for any .x;y~X, f/X=I=fy, tAere is an integer N N{tf,y»O suck
that
d(fNx , fNy ) <d(fx, fy),
tken f has a unique fixed pqint.
Proof. Since fN belongs to Cft f
follows from d(fN/X,fNy)<d(f/X,fy».

has a fixed point.

The uniqueness

PRoPOSITION 3.-2. Let f be a continuous self-map of a compact metric space
(X, d). If f is iteratively contractive, tken f has a unique fi:xed point TJEX.
Furtker11WTe, if f is none/Xpansive, then 1J=limn..... f n (x) for all xEX.

Proof. For any x,yEX, fx=l=fY, there exists an i:liteger 111.>0 such that
d(fm.(x},fm(y)} <d(f/X, fy). Sinee fmECf, f has a fixed point 1].I,y
The,mem A. The uniqueness follows from d(fm(x),fm(y»<d(fx,fy).
, For the second half, note ttrst that the commutAtive senllgrOUp G= tIn},
n>O, is proximally contractive. Hence, by Theorem B. any /XEX and 1]

are prwrimal,

i.e., for any p>O there is

aamteger ' N>O such that

d(fN(x), v)<p.. Since f is none:IqJans:i:ve, 'for any
d(f"(x), 1J) ~d(fN(x).1])<P, i. e., 1J=lim_""jn(/X).

n?;:N,

we have

The·:first part of Proposition 3. 2 is du~ to Bailey [IJ as a generalization
of EdeLn:ein.'s result [2J for k = 1.
The following is an easy consequence of Proposition 3. 2.

, eo:Rdu.A.RYs. i If (X, d) is compact and· J: X~X is cotttractive, then
f JUzs a tJnique fixed point 1JEX and for any.xEX we have 1J=:litnn--.f"(x).
We need the fonowing.

, LEMMA. (Tan [7, PrQpoS.ition 2. 4J) Let Y be any topological 'space and
J: Y-4 Y be 11: map~ If there is an integer N>O and tkere .is a· (: E Y such
tlutt (:-":'lim".....cr)n(y) for each °yE¥ tken l;:=lim_cofn(y) fot ea~h yeY.

Combining Proposition 3.2, Corollary 3. 3 and the lemma, we obtain. two
proPositions.
°
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f be a self-map of a compact metric space (X, d).
If there is an integer N>O such that fN is contractive, then f IUlS a f£II,ique
fixed point 7JEX and lj=limn_oJn(x) jor, each xEX.-. _,
Proposition 3.4 is motivated by Corollary 2.4 of Tan [7J Note- diat, in
many aspects, contractive maps of compact metric spaces play -almoSt same
roles to strict contractions of complete metric spac~.
PROPOSmON 3.5. (Tan [7, Corollary 4.8J) If (X, d) is compact anti
f : X--4 X is such that for some integer n >0, fn is nOlle:£pa,u••!I,-,tmd iter-atively
contractive, then f has a unique fixed point 7JEX and -'J=lim_oojn(x) for
all xEX.
The following is motivated by Corollary 2. tj t)f [7].
CoROLLARY 3. 6. Let f be a self-map of a -compact_ -(X, J) . If there are maps:
R, S:
such that RS=lx and if there .exists an integ-er N>O such that SfNRis either (1) contractive or (2) nonexpansive and itera,ti.velycontract.ive, then
f has a unique fixed point 7JEX and 7J=R(limn--+",,(Sjn~)(x» for 411 ';-EX~

x-x

Proof. (1) Since (SfR)N=SfNR is contractive, by Proposition 3.4, SfR
has a unique fixed point 'EX, that is, (SfR)r.=r.. Then Rt;,=7J is ~ed
under f. Its uniqueness follows from the surjectivity of Ji.. - the -last 'part
follows also from Proposition 3. 4.
- -(2) Use Proposition 3.5 instead of Proposition 3.4 'in the proofo('nf

The converse of Lemma 4.1 does not hold, e. g, let X----:[O, I] and Fbe thefamily of all maps of the form x I_axn, xEX, a>O, n=2, 3, .~ .. Thep. every
fEF has two fixed points. However, clearly F has a unique -fixed point.
Combining Lemma 4.1 and any of propositions'Qr corollaries in §.~> we
obtain fixed point statements of families of -se]f-m~ps. E:xamples. 9f such
statements are compact metric space versions of Corollary 2. 6 and of Cowllary
2.9 in [7J.
A rather nontrivial application of Theorem A to' a family of -maps -is the
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follo~.·

~ 4. 2. (Holmes [3, Corollary 1 to Theorem 1]) If (X, d) zs
compact and a commutative semigroup G of cotztinuous self-maps of X lS
proxitHlly ctmtrtUtive, thetz G has a unique fixed point.
Pr~f. For any fEG and 811y x, yEX, fX=l=fy, there exists an bEG such
that" d{hx, ky)<d(fx,fY). Since bEef> by Theorem A, f has a fixed point.
We now shQW. by induction, that any finite subset of G has a common
fixedPQint. Suppose fl(z) =f2(z) .••• = fn(z) =z and let Ibe arbitrary in G.
Thea. as z a,nd fz are proximal by Theorem B, fore ach n = 1, 2, 3, •.. there
is a g,;EG such that d(gn(z), gnf{z»<l!n. By compactness, there is a
subsequence {gnil of {gnl such that {gn.(z)} c~nverges to a point w, and, so
does {gnJ(z)}. Therefore fw=w by the continuity and commutativity. But
then, for k=1,2, "', n, fleW) =limi......ikgn,{z) =limi......g"i(Z) =w, and w
is a. common fixed point of 110 "', fn. Thus as the set of fixed points of an
element of G is closed, compactness insures at least one fixed point of G.
Clearly such a point is unique.

The above proof is essentially due to Holmes [3J. Actually,· his proof
depends on a lemma instead of Theorem A. Note also that the :first half of
Proposition 3. 2 is a consequence of Proposition 4. 2.

Let G be a commutative semigroup of self-maps of (X, d). Then G is
called asymptotically contractive if for any x,yEX, x=l=y, there exists gEG
such that d(gl(x),gf(y»<d(x,y) for any fEG [3J. Note that if G is
asymptotically contractive then it is proximally contractive. Therefore, we
have the following.
CoRoLLARY 4. 3. If (X, d) is compact and G is asymptotically contractive,
then G has a unique fixed point.

~

4. 3 is a particular case of Theorem 2 of Holmes [3J. The set
{zE,Xt there exists xEX such that for every lEG, e>O, there exists gEG
such ~4~), z)<e} is called the G-closure of X and is denoted by XG,
and ~-set G(z) = {z} U {fzlfEG} is called the orbit of z [6]. Holmes
[3. ~!. 2)slwwed that if G is asy-mptotically contractive on a metric
~ (K, d), then every point of XG is the unique fixed point of G. Hence,
XP should consist of at most one point. However, this does not guarantee
tDat gG =I=,p. If X is compact, then for any family F of continuous self-maps
of X we have K'=I=(J [6, p. 67J. Thmefore': we have

CORoLLARY

4. 4. In Corollary 4. 3, X G consists of exactly one point, which
ist/t,e, wfI,ue fixed point of G.
,
.
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5. Applications
The last statement has some applications. A commutative semigroup G of
continuous self-maps of (X, d) is called asymptotically nonezpansive if for
every z,yEX, z=l=y, there exists gEG such that d(gf(z),gf(y»~d(z,y)
for all fEG. Note that if G is asymptotically contractive then G is asymptotically nonexpapsive.
(1) Holmes and Narayanaswami [4J showed that if G is asymptotically
nonexpansive on a metric space (X, d) and if zEXG then for every lEG,
e>O, there exists gEG such that d(jg(z), z)<e.

This is trivial for a compact X and an asymptotically contractive G since
XG consists of the only fixed poipt of G, by Corollary 4. 3.
(2) Holmes (see [6, Theorem 4J) showed that if X is a compact convex
subset of a Banach space and G is a commutative semigroup of asymptotically nonxepensive, continuous self-maps of X, then G has a fixed point.
If G is asymptotically contractive then G has a unique fixed point.
(3) Kiang [6, Corollary 2 to Theorem 5J showed that if X is a compact
convex subset of a strictly convex Banach space and if G is a commutative
semigroup of asymptotically nonexpansive, continuous self-maps of X, then
for each zEXG, the center of co G(2) is a fixed point of G.
If G is asymptotically contractive, then XG consists of the unique fixed
point z of G and XG=z=coG(z) = the center of coG (z).
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